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SUMMARY

Adult neurogenesis in the murine dentate gyrus
occurs in a specialized microenvironment that
sustains the generation of neurons during life. To fully
understand adult neurogenesis, it is essential to
determine the neural stem cell (NSC) and progenitor
developmental stages, their molecular determinants,
and the niche cellular andmolecular composition.We
report on a single-cell RNA sequencing study of
the hippocampal niche, performed by isolating all
the non-neuronal cell populations. Our analysis
provides a comprehensive description of the dentate
gyruscells, and it allows the identificationof exclusive
cell-type-specific markers. We define the develop-
mental stages and transcriptional dynamics of NSCs
and progenitors, and we find that, while NSCs repre-
sent a heterogeneous cellular continuum,progenitors
can be grouped into distinct subtypes. We determine
the oligodendrocyte lineage and transcriptional dy-
namics, andwedescribe themicroglia transcriptional
profile and activation state. The combined data
constitute a valuable resource to understand regula-
tory mechanisms of adult neurogenesis.

INTRODUCTION

Neurogenesis is widespread during brain development and is

essential to the formation of the CNS. In the adult brain, it is main-

tained in two areas: the subventricular zone (SVZ) of the lateral

ventricles, where neural stem cells (NSCs) generate neurons of

the olfactory bulb, and the subgranular zone (SGZ) in the dentate

gyrus of the hippocampus (Kriegstein and Alvarez-Buylla, 2009;

Zhao et al., 2008). In theSGZ,NSCs generate transient-amplifying

progenitors that give rise to more differentiated progenitors,

or neuroblasts, which ultimately produce granule neurons

(Kempermann et al., 2015). Newborn granule cells integrate into

the granular layer (GL), and they play critical roles in cognitive

functions such as learning and memory (Gonçalves et al., 2016).

The surrounding environment is essential to control these

processes. In fact, the adult neurogenic areas are specialized
Cell Repor
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niches that provide a permissive microenvironment to allow the

maintenance and differentiation of the NSCs (Ninkovic and

Götz, 2013; Zhao et al., 2008). Neurogenesis is controlled by

the complex interaction of the intrinsic programs of NSCs and

their progressively more committed progeny, as well as

exogenous signals provided to them by a plethora of niche cells

(Bjornsson et al., 2015).

In recent years, single-cell RNA sequencing technology has

emerged as a powerful method to describe heterogeneous cell

populations and measure cell-to-cell expression variability of

thousands of genes (Gr€un and vanOudenaarden, 2015; Trapnell,

2015). In the murine and human brains, single-cell RNA

sequencing studies have shed light on neural and glial cell

heterogeneity (Lake et al., 2016; Marques et al., 2016; Tasic

et al., 2016; Zeisel et al., 2015) and cellular and molecular

dynamics during development (La Manno et al., 2016;

Liu et al., 2016; Pollen et al., 2015).

The possibility to unravel the process of adult neurogenesis by

single-cell sequencing has recently attracted attention. Pioneer-

ing studies on the identity of NSCs residing in the SVZ (Dulken

et al., 2017; Llorens-Bobadilla et al., 2015; Luo et al., 2015) or

SGZ (Shin et al., 2015) provided a better understanding of their

heterogeneity. Yet, these studies focused on NSCs and not on

the other constituent cells of the niche. The previously used

sorting approaches allowed for the purification of only an

exiguous number of the NSCs’ early progeny. Therefore, a

complete characterization of the neurogenic niche composition

is currently lacking.

Here we aim to generate insights into the entire adult neuro-

genesis lineage, from NSCs to the generation of neurons. In

addition, we included all other niche cells. To this end, we

applied fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) to label

granule neurons and, by negative selection, enrich for all other

cellular populations. We then performed single-cell RNA

sequencing to examine the molecular features of each identified

population. Our study constitutes an unbiased characterization

of the cell types present in the hippocampal niche, uncovers a

series of exclusive cell type markers, and provides a better

understanding of the neurogenic lineage beyond the NSC

dynamics. In addition, we isolated single cells from the aged

dentate gyrus, and we provided a proof-of-principle demonstra-

tion that our strategy can be used to study the niche in different

conditions known to affect neurogenesis.
ts 21, 3271–3284, December 12, 2017 ª 2017 The Author(s). 3271
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RESULTS

Identification of Cellular Populations in the
Hippocampal Neurogenic Niche
In previous single-cell transcriptomic analyses performed on

adult neurogenic niches (be it the SVZ or the dentate gyrus), cells

were sorted based on the expression of a known NSCmarker or

combinations of markers (i.e., Nestin, GFAP, Prominin1, etc.)

(Dulken et al., 2017; Llorens-Bobadilla et al., 2015; Luo et al.,

2015; Shin et al., 2015). We addressed the cellular heterogeneity

of the entire neurogenic niche in a more unbiased fashion. Since

mature granule neurons constitute the vastmajority of cells in the

dentate gyrus (and since these cannot be removed by dissec-

tion, given their close physical proximity to the neurogenic

niche), we developed a FACS strategy to purify all non-neuronal

cell types by negative selection. Wemicrodissected and dissoci-

ated the dentate gyrus (Figure 1A). Single cells were stained with

an antibody recognizing the extracellular domain of GluR1, a

marker expressed in the hippocampus in mature granule cells

(Hagihara et al., 2011). To avoid the preferential isolation of

neuroblasts and immature neurons from the neuron-depleted

population, cells were also stained with an antibody against

Cd24 (Walker et al., 2013) (see the Supplemental Experimental

Procedures and Figure S1A). We purified live GluR1�/Cd24�

double-negative cells (Figure S1B), and we processed them for

single-cell sequencing using the sorting and robot-assisted

transcriptome sequencing (SORT-seq) method (Muraro et al.,

2016) (Figure 1A).

A total of 3,840 single cells were sequenced. Based on a

filtering criteria of 1,500 genes/cell to exclude low-quality

sequenced cells, 1,109 cells were retained for analysis. Analysis

was performed with the RaceID2 algorithm, which clusters

similar cells by the k-medoids method (Gr€un et al., 2016). This

clustering analysis revealed 11 populations (Figure 1B), clearly

separated in the t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding

(t-SNE) map (Figure 1C). Based on the expression levels of

some well-characterized marker genes (Figures 1D and S2),

we defined cluster identity.

Abundant cell populations were constituted by (1) NSCs

(expressing Aldoc, Apoe, Id4, Hopx, Sox9, GFAP, Scl1a3

[GLAST], and Sox2); (2) neural progenitors (expressing Eomes,

Neurod1, Dcx, and Ccnd2), together constituting the neurogenic

lineage; (3) oligodendrocyte progenitor cells (OPCs; expressing

Olig1, Olig2, Sox10, Pdgfra, and Cspg4, also known as Ng2);

(4) myelin-formingmature oligodendrocytes (MFOLs; expressing

Plp1, Mal, Mog, and Mbp), belonging to the oligodendrocyte

lineage; and (5) microglia cells (expressing Csf1r and Cx3cr1).

Astrocytes were also found. However, these did not cluster

separately from the NSCs, underlining the close similarity
Figure 1. Identification of Cell Populations in the Dentate Gyrus Neuro

(A) Scheme of the experimental approach. (1) The dentate gyri were isolated andm

staining with the GluR1 and Cd24 antibodies. Single double-negative cells were

(B) Heatmap representing transcriptome similarities between cells. Numbers on

show clusters grouped together as belonging to the same cell population.

(C) t-SNE map of the clusters obtained with the RaceID2. Colors represent cell p

(D) t-SNE maps showing the expression of representative markers for each popu

(E) t-SNEmaps representing the clustering obtained by the combined dataset of 1

top shows the origin of the analyzed cells (NestinGFP+, green; negatively sorted
between these two cell types and the glial nature of NSCs.

Many of the NSC markers are shared with astrocytes, but the

latter population expresses high levels of specific astrocytic

markers, such as S100b and Fzd2. Only a few S100b+ cells

were found within the NSC cluster (Figure S2).

To validate our approach and to exclude that our defined NSC

cluster mostly consisted of astrocytes, we sequenced 384 GFP+

cells isolated from the hippocampus ofNestinGFPmice (Mignone

et al., 2004) (Figure S3A), previously used as an NSC marker

(Shin et al., 2015), and we compared them to the cells present

in our dataset. 299 Nestin+ cells were retained after filtering out

low-quality cells. The clustering revealed 4 main clusters on

the t-SNE plot (Figure S3B) that, based on specific marker

expression (Figure S3C), were identified as NSCs, a small num-

ber of neural progenitors that retained Nestin expression, and

both OPCs and MFOLs. This is in agreement with previous

reports showing that the use of Nestin or other NSCmarker leads

to the isolation of cells with an oligodendrocyte signature (Shin

et al., 2015; Dulken et al., 2017). We combined the datasets

obtained from NestinGFP+ cells with cells sorted based on no

marker expression, and we clustered the 1,408 high-quality

cells. They clustered together on the t-SNE plot (Figure 1E,

top) and according to their cellular type (Figure 1E, bottom).

Altogether, these data corroborate the cell identification in our

dataset. We also showed that, while all the cell types that can

be identified based on Nestin expression can be found as well

in our dataset, Nestin+ cells represent only a subset of cells

that are isolated by our negative sorting approach.

We found other smaller populations that we identified as inter-

neurons (expressing Reln and Ndnf), pericytes (expressing

Tbx18, Vtn, and Col1a1), and endothelial cells (expressing Vwf)

(Figure S2), which clustered together (Figure 1B). An additional

cell cluster did not express any of the known markers of the

previously defined cell populations, yet it expressed high levels

of Ptprc (better known as Cd45). Cd45 is amarker for all hemato-

poietic cells, whose expression is downregulated in microglia

cells. These rare Cd45high cells were clearly distinct from the

Cd45low microglia cells (Figure S2). Based on current knowledge

about immune cells in the CNS (Prinz and Priller, 2014), the

Cd45high cluster could represent infiltrating or vasculature

macrophages.

Analysis of the Neuronal Lineage Reveals Molecular
Hallmarks along the Trajectories of NSC Activation and
Progenitor Differentiation
We decided to analyze the neurogenic and oligodendrocyte

lineages in detail to define cellular developmental stages and

gene expression changes along the differentiation trajectories.

We first focused on cells defined by the first level of clustering
genic Niche

icrodissected, and single cells were isolated and (2) depleted of the neurons by

sorted into 384-well plates and (3) processed.

the axis represent the clusters identified in the first clustering level, and colors

opulation clusters as in (B).

lation. Transcript counts are in linear scale.

,408 cells derived by NestinGFP+ and negatively sorted cells. The t-SNEmap on

cells, violet), and the bottom one shows cluster identity, with colors as in (C).
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as belonging to the neurogenic lineage. We selected these cells

(424 cells) and performed a second round of clustering. The cells

separated into 2 main clusters in the t-SNE plot (Figure 2A),

NSCs and neural progenitors, which agrees with the first level

of clustering results (see Figure 1C). Subclustering revealed

multiple subpopulations, suggesting that NSCs and progenitors

do not represent homogeneous populations but rather different

developmental stages. To determine the differentiation trajec-

tory and gene expression signatures along this trajectory, we

ordered the single cells on the pseudo-temporal axis and inves-

tigated gene expression dynamics by using StemID (Gr€un et al.,

2016). StemID performs temporal ordering based on the concept

that less differentiated cell types have higher transcriptomic

entropy (Gr€un et al., 2016). We were then able to group genes

based on their expression along this temporal axis (Figure S3C).

By inspecting temporal patterns of gene expression, we found

that some genes commonly used as NSC markers were not

evenly expressed in the NSC subpopulation (Figure 2B). Further-

more, temporal gene expression patterns did not allow us to

clearly separate discrete subpopulations. Our results are

consistent with a model where NSCs represent a continuum of

intermediate developmental stages, in which quiescent stem

cells progressively proceed toward generation of the actively

proliferating neural progenitors. This developmental progression

is characterized by differential expression of specific NSC genes

(Figure 2B). Expression of hallmark genes of quiescence (such

as, for instance, Apoe, Clu, Aldoc, and Id3) was high in the

earliest developmental stages and decreased at later stages.

Genes that have been linked with NSC activation, such as

Fgfr3 (Kang and Hébert, 2015), tend to increase their expression

along the pseudo-temporal axis. Some NSC markers instead,

such as Sox9, were evenly expressed along NSC developmental

stages (Figure 2B). More mature NSCs started to express low

levels of genes characteristic of the neural progenitor state

(e.g., Sox11 and Hmgn2). In agreement with previous reports

(Shin et al., 2015), proliferation markers were lowly expressed

in the NSCs, and they were detected when cells entered the

S-phase and started expressing progenitor markers (Figure 2B).

Our analysis showed that neural progenitors are clearly

distinct from NSCs. With few exceptions, NSC-specific genes

are not expressed in neural progenitors and vice versa. In

contrast to NSCs, neural progenitors can be categorized into

more discrete subpopulations expressing different genes, e.g.,

Eomes, Ccnd2, and Hmgn2 for the earlier population and

Neurod1, Sox11, and Dcx for the late progenitors (Figures 2B,

S4A, and S4D). An intermediate state between the early and

late progenitors could also be recognized (Figures 2B and

S4D). Compared to the more terminally differentiated late

progenitors, the early progenitors expressed higher levels of

proliferation genes (e.g., Ccnd2, Mki67, Pcna, Mcm2, and

ribosomal subunits genes) (Figure S4D; data not shown).

A previous single-cell sequencing study of the SGZ NSCs

revealed the temporal gene regulation occurring during NSC dif-

ferentiation (Shin et al., 2015). However, the number of isolated

progenitors in that study was exiguous (Figure S4B). Progenitors

did not form a cluster distinct from NSCs, and it was not possible

to distinguish progenitor subtypes (Figure S4B). In contrast, we

were able to determine both progenitor subtype identity and
3274 Cell Reports 21, 3271–3284, December 12, 2017
cascade of gene expression during progenitor differentiation

with high resolution (Figures S4A, S4C, and S4D).

To compare the cells belonging to the neurogenic lineage

(isolated by negative FACS) with the Nestin+ neurogenic cells,

we combined the two datasets and we ordered cells together

on pseudo-time (Figure S5). As previously shown by clustering,

Nestin+ NSCs did not differ from our negatively sorted NSCs.

They were similarly distributed on the pseudo-time axis, and

within both populations we could retrieve cells belonging to all

stages and expressing similar levels of developmentally

regulated genes (Figure S5). Instead, the Nestin+ progenitors

provided an under-representation of the total neural progenitor

developmental stages that we could isolate with our sorting.

To validate our results by a second, independent method, we

used the Waterfall pipeline (Shin et al., 2015). Waterfall differs

from the RaceID2 by several aspects. First, cells are clustered

based on unsupervised hierarchical clustering. Second, the cells

are aligned on pseudo-time by similarity between single-cell

transcriptomes, after defining the order of the lineage trajectory

based on the expression of knownmarkers, as visualized in prin-

cipal-component analysis (PCA) plots. The results obtained with

the Waterfall pipeline confirmed our previous conclusions.

Unsupervised hierarchical clustering and PCA analyses (Fig-

ure 2C, left and middle) showed that NSCs and progenitors are

distinct and that, while the NSCs constitute a continuum of cells,

the progenitors can instead be grouped into more discrete cell

populations. The temporal gene expression patterns within the

two independent analyses showed a good similarity (Figure 2C,

right, and Figure 2B).

Our data analysis unraveled gene expression cascades of

NSC and progenitor subtypes.

Identification of Oligodendrocyte Subtypes Present in
the Neurogenic Niche and Their Lineage Relation
The second major group of cells that we identified in our dataset

was constituted by oligodendrocytes. Those cells were always

excluded from previous single-cell sequencing analyses of the

SVZ and SGZ (Dulken et al., 2017; Llorens-Bobadilla et al.,

2015; Shin et al., 2015). As opposite to the rare NSCs, oligoden-

drocytes in the adult brain are widespread, but they display a

high degree of regional heterogeneity (Marques et al., 2016).

Therefore, in order to characterize the oligodendrocyte precur-

sors and mature cells that are present in the hippocampal niche,

we selected the pertinent cells (333 cells) and performed a sub-

clustering analysis. In addition to the OPCs andMFOLs revealed

by our first clustering level, we detected a small number of

committed oligodendrocyte precursors (COPs) (Figure 3A).

This population was characterized by the following specific

markers: Bmp4, Fyn, and Gpr17. Analysis by RaceID2 clustered

the OPCs into 3 subclusters, while the MFOLs appeared as a

single homogeneous cluster (Figure 3A).

After ordering the cells along the pseudo-time and analyzing

the gene expression patterns along this developmental trajec-

tory, we found that the OPCs are a much less heterogeneous

population as compared to, for instance, the neural progenitors.

Minor differences concerned the expression level of genes, such

as Olig1, Olig2, and Pdgfra, which showed a less pronounced

expression in the earlier developmental stages (Figure 3B), and



Figure 2. Analysis of the Neurogenic Lineage

(A) t-SNEmap representing the subclustering analysis of cells belonging to the neurogenic lineage. Colors (blue and pink) refer to NSCs and neural progenitors as

identified in the first-level clustering, and gradients identify subclusters determined in the second-level clustering.

(B) Expression profile of representative genes along the pseudo-time. Gene expression is shown on the y axis as transcript counts (the black line is the running

mean of expression with a window size of 25 cells). Each dot represents a cell and cells are highlighted in the same subcluster color gradient as in (A). Cells were

ordered on the x pseudo-time axis by StemID. Genes are ordered based on expression gradient with respect to the pseudo-time, and they were chosen as

representative examples of pseudo-timed differential expression along the transition from quiescence to activation for NSCs and proliferation to differentiation for

neural progenitors.

(C) Analysis of the neurogenic lineage using theWaterfall pipeline. Unsupervised clustering of the cells belonging to the neurogenic lineage (left, top) is shown. The

same color code as in (A) is maintained. PCA plot (left, bottom) and expression of known representative markers in the clusters (middle) allowed determining the

orientation of the differentiation trajectory (gray arrow). Each dot is a cell and the sizes of the dots represent the relative expression levels of the indicated

transcript. Pseudo-time ordering (right, top) is obtained by defining the relative position of each cell on the differentiation trajectory based on trascriptomic

differences and spanning tree reconstruction. Representative expression profiles of pseudo-timed-regulated genes (right, bottom) are shown. Cells are colored in

the same color gradient representing subclusters in the PCA plot.
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Figure 3. Analysis of the Oligodendrocyte Lineage

(A) t-SNE map representing the subclustering analysis of the cells belonging to the oligodendrocyte lineage. Colors (orange and dark red) refer to OPCs and

MFOLs as identified in the first-level clustering, and gradients identify subclusters determined in the second-level clustering.

(B) Expression profile of representative genes along the pseudo-time. Gene expression as transcript count is on the y axis and the running mean is in black. Each

dot represents a cell and cells are highlighted in the same color gradient representing subclusters in (A). OPCs andMFOLs belonging to different subclusters were

ordered on the x pseudo-time axis by StemID.

(C) Analyses using theWaterfall pipeline. Unsupervised clustering of the cells belonging to the oligodendrocyte lineage (left, top) is shown. The same color code as

in (A) is maintained. PCA plot (left, bottom) and expression of known markers in the clusters (middle) allowed determining the orientation of the differentiation

trajectory (gray arrow). Each dot is a cell and its size represents the expression level of the indicated transcript. Representative expression profiles of pseudo-

timed-regulated genes (right, bottom) are shown. Cells are colored in the same color gradient representing subclusters in the PCA plot.
of some differentiation genes, such as Klk6, which displayed

higher expression in the later stages (Figure 3B). In the transition

from OPCs to MFOLs, most of the genes displayed an on/off

expression pattern, except for rare genes such as Olig 1 and

Olig2 that were detected in all populations, albeit at different
3276 Cell Reports 21, 3271–3284, December 12, 2017
levels (Figure 3B). Interestingly, the analysis of temporal gene

expression allowed us to identify marker genes that have not

been previously seen in specific oligodendrocyte stages,

such as Marcks, Sulf2, and Fth1. Our results were validated by

analysis using the Waterfall pipeline (Figure 3C).



Figure 4. Identification of Cell-Specific Gene Signatures

(A) Heatmap of the expression of the top 30 upregulated genes in each of the main cell clusters. Each column represents a cell and each row represents a gene.

Genes are grouped based on specific cluster expression and cells are ordered based on clustering.

(B) GO term analyses for the cluster-specific gene biological functions. The top five GO terms on a rank-based ranking were selected for each cell-type-specific

gene signature.

(C) Barplots showing the expression of representative cluster-specific genes within the total 1,109 cell data frame. Each bar represents a cell and cells are

grouped based on clustering, with the same color code as for the original clusters.
Our data determined the oligodendrocyte stages present in

the hippocampal niche, and they unraveled their gene expres-

sion cascade.

Identification of Cluster-Gene Expression Signatures
and New Cell-Type-Specific Genes
The fact that our dataset is not restricted to NSCs gave us the

possibility to first investigate the gene expression signatures

that are specific for a certain cell type; to identify unknown

cell-type-specific genes; and to finally link the gene signature

of a given cell type with its biological functions, to give hints

about the role of genes with restricted expression patterns.

We repeated the clustering but using more stringent filtering

criteria. We retained cells in which 4,000 genes were sequenced

and each was detected at least in 2 cells, with a minimum

threshold of 4 mRNA molecules/cell. Even with these filters,

654 cells could be retained for analysis. The clustering was not

affected, and the same cell populations identified Figure 1C

were detected (Figure S6B). We compared each main cluster

to the others to identify differentially expressed genes within

the considered population (p value < 10�3). We found that
591 genes were uniquely upregulated in NSCs as compared to

other populations analyzed in this study, 1,065 in neural progen-

itors, 681 in microglia, 703 in OPCs, 81 in COPs, and 407 in

MFOLs (see Table S1 for the gene lists and Table S2 for the

mean and variation of gene expression). Some additional rare

cell types were also present, albeit in very low proportions, and

for some of them (pericytes, interneurons, and Cd45high popula-

tion) we also identified cluster-specific genes (Table S1). Plot of

the expression of the top 30 genes from each main cell-type-

specific gene list showed that the identified signatures are highly

specific (Figure 4A).

To obtain insights into the biological functions of these genes,

we performed gene ontology (GO) term analysis by using the

entire set of significantly upregulated genes in each population.

This showed that the cluster-specific gene signatures reflect

the biological function of the corresponding cell type. Many

genes enriched in NSCs were related to glucose (e.g., Gadph,

Aldoc, Aldoa, and Pgk) and lipid metabolism (e.g., Fasn,

Fabp5, Fabp7, Acsl3, Acsl6, Apoe,Gpld1, and Fasn) (Figure 4B),

in agreement with previous in vivo reports (Knobloch et al., 2013).

Genes expressed in neural progenitors instead were associated
Cell Reports 21, 3271–3284, December 12, 2017 3277



Figure 5. Gene Expression Signature of Progenitor Subtypes

(A) Dot plot of the differential gene expression analysis between progenitor stages. Gray and red dots are genes not significantly or significantly changed

(p value < 10�3), respectively. The log2 mean of the transcript count is on the x axis and the log2 fold change is on the y axis.

(B) Heatmap of the expression of the top 150 differentially regulated genes. Each column represents a cell and each row represents a gene. Genes are ordered

based on unsupervised clustering and cells on subclustering. Expression for some of the representative genes along the pseudo-time is shown (right).

(C) Top five GO terms for the differentially expressed genes.
with gene expression control and cell cycle progression. The

microglia-specific genes were mostly involved in the immune

response. Genes upregulated in the oligodendrocyte subtypes

were related to oligodendrocyte development, cell migration,

and adhesion for OPCs and COPs, and myelination and axon

escheatment for the MFOLs (Figure 4B).

To further validate the robustness of our differential gene

expression analysis and the cluster-specific expression, we

plotted the expression of selected genes in each of the 1,109

cells in our dataset. Among the top differentially expressed

genes, we plotted the expression of known marker genes, as

well as the markers that have been identified by our analyses

(i.e., Mt1, Dclk1, Nnat, Igfbpl1, Tmsb10, Stmn2, Sulf2, Lhfpl3,

Ermn, Epn2, Ermn, Efnb3, Dbndd2, and Stmn4). All genes

displayed a restricted expression and can be considered as

exquisite markers (Figure 4C).

Finally, we selected the top 5 genes for every population, and

we inspected their expression in the in situ Allen brain atlas. Cell

location, distribution, number, and morphology of the positive

cells (Figure S6A) suggested expression of the marker genes in

the proper cell type (Figure S6C), although co-immunostaining

with known markers would be required in the future for a final

validation for each individual marker.

Thus, our data provide the specific gene signature and a

range of putative markers for the various cell types of the

hippocampal niche.
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Gene Expression Analysis Reveals Molecular Cascades
Involved in Neural Progenitor Differentiation
We have shown that our dataset constitutes a valuable

resource to investigate cell-type-specific gene signatures. We

have also shown that, in contrast to other populations, such

as the NSCs (a continuum of heterogeneous cells) and the

OPCs (a rather homogeneous population), the neural progeni-

tors can be subdivided into distinct and discrete subpopula-

tions (Figures 2 and S4). Therefore, we performed differential

gene expression analyses among progenitor subtypes. First,

we selected the 1,065 genes enriched in the neural progenitor

cluster, and we compared their expression among each

subtype (early, intermediate, and late progenitors, as in Figures

2A and 2B). Only a small number of genes (13) were differen-

tially expressed in the intermediate state. Comparison of these

3 populations suggested that the intermediate stage repre-

sents a more committed cell state that retains expression of

genes typical of the early progenitors (see Figure S4D). We

therefore grouped intermediate and late progenitors together

as late progenitors. 80 genes were upregulated in the late

progenitors and 110 in the early progenitors (p value < 10�3)

(Figure 5A). Unsupervised hierarchical clustering of the top

150 differentially expressed genes revealed distinct gene

signatures for the two progenitor subtypes (Figure 5B), which

matched with their expression pattern along the pseudo-time

(Figure 5B, right).



To investigate the biological significance of these signatures,

we performed GO term analyses. The genes characteristic of

the early progenitors were related to cell cycle regulation and

transcriptional activation. Instead, the late progenitor-expressed

genes were relevant for the generation of newborn neurons

and for molecular functions predominantly connected with

cytoskeleton organization and neurotransmitter receptor activity

(Figure 5C).

We found a high number of transcription factors among the

genes specifically enriched in progenitors (Table S3). This prob-

ably underscores the importance of transcriptional cascades in

the switch from NSCs to progenitors and neural progenitor

development. We focused on transcription factors that were

enriched in progenitors and on those that were differentially

expressed between the two main progenitor populations

(Table S3). Among these, there were known regulators of pattern

specification (e.g., Emx1, Emx2, Dlx2, Bmi1, Foxg1, and Eomes)

(Brill et al., 2008; Hodge et al., 2013; Yoshida et al., 1997) and

neuronal differentiation (Sox11, Neurog2, Neurod1, and

Neurod2) (Ninkovic et al., 2013) and chromatin remodelers

(e.g., Hdac2, Smarca4, and Smarca2), but also many transcrip-

tion factors whose function has not been described in the

context of adult hippocampal neural development (e.g.,

Hmgn2, Lhx2, COUP-TF1/Nr2f1, Pbx1, Cbx3, Maged1, and

Ssbp3). Thus, our data constitute a valuable resource for future

studies on molecular mechanisms regulating neurogenesis.

Identification of Dentate Gyrus Microglia Signature
Our data revealed that microglia cells constitute a prominent cell

population within the hippocampal niche. Microglia are the

parenchymal macrophages of the CNS (Gomez Perdiguero

et al., 2013). They have been implicated in critical functions in

the hippocampal niche, such as the clearance of the debris

derived from the massive apoptotic process of newly generated

neurons, both in homeostatic and disease conditions (Abiega

et al., 2016; Sierra et al., 2010).We analyzed themolecular signa-

ture of microglia at the single-cell level. First, we investigated

dynamics of gene expression in the microglia cluster. We

selected genes that were microglia specific (Table S1), and we

analyzed their expression within the cluster. This revealed a sub-

stantial homogeneous expression of most of the highly enriched

genes. Somemarkers commonly used to identify microglia, such

as Aif1 (also known as Iba1), were not expressed in all cells (Fig-

ure 6A). Instead, dentate gyrus microglia expressed high levels

of Csf1r (which is a main regulator of the microglia lineage;

Gautier et al., 2012), Cx3cr1, and Tyrobp (Dap12) (Figure 6A).

Besides these classical microglia markers, we found many other

genes to be specifically and highly expressed, such as P2ry12,

Hexb, Gpr34, Ctss, Cts3, Siglech, Fcrls, Selplg, Tmem119,

Olfml3, Fcgr3, Rgs2, Laptm5, and Trem2 (Figure 6A). Some of

these seem to be specific for microglia, as their expression

was not detected in RNA sequencing of macrophages both

from the spleen and peritoneum (Butovsky et al., 2014; Hickman

et al., 2013). As mentioned, we could detect a small number of

Cd45high+ cells that clustered apart from the Cd45low+ microglia.

While co-markers for the two populations were identified (e.g.,

Selplg and Laptm5), several of the microglia-specific genes

were almost undetectable in the Cd45high+ cluster (Figure 6B).
We then inspected our data to look at the dynamics of micro-

glia activation. Microglia in the brain can be activated to be

primed in two ways: the canonical M1 priming state promotes

inflammation and the consequent neurotoxicity, and the alterna-

tive M2 priming state has an anti-inflammatory function aimed at

restoring homeostasis and promoting regeneration (Cherry et al.,

2014; Prinz and Priller, 2014; Sasaki, 2017). Some genes that can

be considered asmarkers of the two states have been character-

ized (Chhor et al., 2013; Colton, 2009). Generally, we found that

the expression of these activation genes was very low in the

hippocampal microglia. However, the expression of some of

the alternative markers (Ccl2, Gas6, and Tgfbi) was detectable

(Figure 6C, bottom) and higher than most of the canonical

markers (Figure 6C, top). Trem2, suggested to be expressed in

M2 activation (Neumann and Takahashi, 2007), was also identi-

fied as one of the cluster-specific genes in the dentate gyrus

microglia (Figure 6A). Our data provide evidence that the dentate

gyrus microglia is in a neuroprotective state, in agreement with

its important role in removing cell debris to ensure homeostasis

of the niche (Sierra et al., 2010).

The Effect of Aging on the Hippocampal Neurogenic
Niche
Adult neurogenesis is affected by several disease conditions, as

well as by aging (Gonçalves et al., 2016). Although it is clear that

neurogenesis is decreased during aging, the specific effects on

the different cell types are not entirely understood (Artegiani and

Calegari, 2012). To investigate possible consequences induced

by aging in the hippocampal niche, we isolated the neuronal

depleted-cell populations from the dentate gyrus of >1-year-

old mice. In total, we sequenced 384 cells, resulting in 130

high-quality single-cell transcriptomes. We performed clustering

(Figure 7A), and, based on specific cell marker expression in the

different clusters (Figure 7B), we defined cell identity in the t-SNE

plot. We identified all main cell populations that we had isolated

previously from the young niche. Relative numbers of these cells

were different in the old niche (Figures 7A and 7B). In fact, the

most abundant population was constituted by immune cells, in

first instance microglia but also Cd45high cells. OPCs were also

present in high numbers, while MFOLs constituted a relatively

small group. However, the most striking difference was consti-

tuted by the fact that a very small number of NSCs could be

identified (4.7% of total analyzed cells) with a lower NSC/neural

progenitor ratio. Neural progenitors were also less abundant

than in the young niche, and they expressed mostly markers of

later maturation stages (e.g., Neurod1 and Sox11; Figure 7B).

Of note, in the independent sorting and sequencing experiments

we performed on young mice, cell populations were within a

similar range (e.g., NSCs represented 23% ± 5% of the total).

Therefore, the observed changes in cell type ratios appear to

reflect a real biological effect, and they are unlikely to be due

to dataset size difference.

Next, we investigated whether the different cell types isolated

from the old niche displayed molecular differences as compared

to their young counterparts. We combined datasets from old and

young mice, and we visualized the clustering analysis results of

the total 1,239 high-quality single transcriptomes in a t-SNE

plot (Figure 7C). Aged and young cells clustered together
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Figure 6. Dentate Gyrus Microglia Signature

(A) Violin plots showing the expression of genes enriched in microglia. Genes are grouped based on localization/function.

(B) Violin plots comparing expression level between Cd45high cells and Cd45low microglia for microglia- and macrophage-specific genes.

(C) t-SNE maps showing the expression of representative marker genes for the M1 (top) and M2 (bottom) activation states. Transcript counts are in linear scale.
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Figure 7. Analysis of Cell Populations in the Aged Hippocampal Niche

(A) t-SNE map of the clusters obtained from cells isolated from the dentate gyrus of mice >1 year old. Colors represent cell population clusters as in Figure 1A.

(B) t-SNE maps showing the expression of representative marker genes for each cell population. Transcript counts are in linear scale.

(C) t-SNE map of the clusters obtained by the combination of single-cell transcriptomes from young (violet) and aged (red) niche.

(D) Barplots showing the expression of representative microglia markers and activation genes within the microglia isolated from young (violet) and aged (red)

mice.
according to their cell type (Figure 7C), suggesting that molecu-

lar differences between cells from the young and aged niche are

not major. Interestingly, functional changes in the dentate gyrus

during aging have often been related to changes in microglia

function (Sierra et al., 2014; de Miranda et al., 2017). It has

been postulated that gene expression, activation state, and

also signaling pathways involving Cx3cr1 and Csfr1 could be

impaired during aging (Bachstetter et al., 2011; Sierra et al.,

2014; de Miranda et al., 2017). By contrast, our results showed

that expression of microglia markers as well as Cx3cr1 and

Csfr1 was not changed upon aging and that activation genes

were expressed at equally low levels as in the young microglia
(Figure 7D). Our results suggest that aging in the hippocampal

niche could affect the abundance of the different cell populations

rather than their molecular profiles, although, in order to obtain

more insights about the effects of aging on gene expression,

more cells need to be sequenced in the future.

DISCUSSION

Although many aspects of adult neurogenesis have been

elucidated, currently little is known about the intrinsic molecular

cascades that regulate NSC and progenitor behavior and about

which and howniche cells contribute to this process. Rather than
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taking a NSC-centric approach, we aimed to describe the

cellular and molecular identities of all players involved in the

process. We believe that this represents a key first step in under-

standing how adult neurogenesis is orchestrated.

Here we sorted every cell that does not stain for definitive

neuronal markers, and we described the different cell types by

a posteriori bioinformatics analyses. This approach has two

main advantages. First, single-cell sequencing studies in a vari-

ety of tissues have demonstrated that many cell populations are

heterogeneous. Therefore, unbiased sorting approaches are

more likely to capture the complete cell heterogeneity as

compared to known cell marker-based sorting. Second, our

overall comparison of all cells present in the dentate gyrus

allowed the identification of highly specific gene signatures not

shared among different cell types. We believe that our study

represents a powerful resource for achieving unambiguous cell

identification in the neurogenic niche.

Our comprehensive dataset of 1,408 cells allowed

in-depth analyses for all the cell populations identified. Our

pseudo-temporal analyses of the neurogenic lineage showed

that NSCs are highly heterogeneous, such that discrete subpop-

ulations cannot be identified. They rather represent a continuum

of cells that progressively downregulates genes shared with

astrocytes and that are involved in quiescence maintenance

while they upregulate activation genes. In agreement with the

previous analyses of the pseudo-temporal gene expression

cascade of SGZ NSCs (Shin et al., 2015), we did not find cells

co-expressing NSCs and high levels of cell cycle markers, which

were detected at high levels when cells already started express-

ing progenitor markers. The fact that NSCs, alike neural progen-

itors, do not represent a population undergoing continuous

rounds of division, but only occasionally divide, could result in

an overall lower expression of cell cycle markers. In addition,

NSCs mostly divide to generate progenitors or quiescent NSCs

(Bonaguidi et al., 2011), and the time window to identify NSCs

co-expressing cell cycle markers could be very short and only

right before division. Interestingly, in the SVZ, a number of

NSCs expressing cell cycle markers have been found (Llorens-

Bobadilla et al., 2015; Dulken et al., 2017). However, differently

than in the SGZ, cells expressing NSC and progenitor markers

have been identified. This could reflect distinctive features of

NSCs in the two niches.

Our isolation protocol, contrary to the use of Nestin as amarker

for cell isolation, yielded a large number of neuronal progenitors

(see Figures S4 and S5). This allowed us to realize that NSCs

are distinct from the progenitor population, and the latter, while

preserving a certain degree of heterogeneity, can be categorized

in more discrete subpopulations, with unique gene signatures.

Many transcription factors have been found enriched in the pro-

genitor subtypes. For some of those, critical roles have been

described in brain development, but not in the context of the adult

neurogenesis. For instance, Lhx2 is important for patterning and

fate specification during corticogenesis (Mangale et al., 2008;

Zembrzycki et al., 2015), and Pbx1 regulates cortical patterning

(Golonzhka et al., 2015) and controls specification and survival

of midbrain dopaminergic neurons (Villaescusa et al., 2016).

Astrocytes constituted a small proportion of cells in our NSC

clusters, both isolated based on Nestin positivity or no-marker
3282 Cell Reports 21, 3271–3284, December 12, 2017
expression sorting, and, in agreement with previous studies

(Dulken et al., 2017; Shin et al., 2015), they could not be clustered

separately from NSCs. Given the small number of isolated astro-

cytes, we cannot exclude that our sorting approach has a certain

bias against the isolation of this population andmay inspire further

studies to characterize and analyze the nature of these cells.

AlthoughNSCs in vivo seem not to generate oligodendrocytes,

gene expression manipulation has led to NSC reprogramming to

produce oligodendrocytes (Sun et al., 2015). Importantly, reprog-

ramming of NSCs into oligodendrocytes enhances remyelination

of the hippocampus after injury (Braun et al., 2015). Considering

that the hippocampus is affected in demyelinating diseases

(Geurts et al., 2007; Meier et al., 2004), our study, by providing

cellular and molecular descriptions of oligodendrocyte stages

and differentiation gene expression cascades, may aid cell

reprogramming and remyelination attempts.

Finally, our study provides the single-cell molecular profiling of

the dentate gyrus microglia, and it presents a comparison with

Cd45high cells. This could aid in the future isolation of pure pop-

ulations to study the roles that different immune cells play in the

hippocampus. Our results suggest that the dentate gyrus micro-

glia are unchallenged and rather express alternative activation

genes. This finding corroborates the important function of the

microglia in clearing cell debris and promoting adult neurogene-

sis (Sierra et al., 2010). Moreover, our data suggested that, dur-

ing aging, the relative proportion of microglia seems to increase,

but their molecular profile remains unchanged, with implications

regarding the role of microglia in age-related cognitive impair-

ments (Koellhoffer et al., 2017).

Finally, we showed that our approach allowed us to probe

cellular composition of the niche and molecular features in

different conditions, for instance, in aging, as compared to

homeostasis. In the future, it will be of interest to compare our

data with similar single-cell transcriptome analyses under

pathological conditions.

To conclude, we believe that the information provided in this

paper, combinedwith that of single-cell RNA sequencing studies

of mature and immature granule neurons in the hippocampus

(Lacar et al., 2016; Zeisel et al., 2015), presents a global

transcriptomic picture of the dentate gyrus.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Further details and an outline of resources used in this work can be found in the

Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
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and were performed according to local legislation. Male and female wild-type

C57BL/6 mice of an age between 6 and 10 weeks or >1 year old and
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